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Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are higher as we begin the week on a positive note. Data out of Asia
had China and Japan racking up huge gains. Relief package talks in Washington remain stalled. Democrats
want a comprehensive package, while the White House hoped to pass a short-term extension of federal
unemployment insurance. Tensions between US and China continue to deteriorate (see comments from Sec
of State Pompeo), but investors don’t care as long the Fed continues to pump money into the system.
Microsoft is in talks to buy TikTok from ByteDance. Australia is tripling down on extreme lockdown measures
in Victoria as virus cases spike. If the first 2 lockdowns didn’t work, why will this one? Earnings season
continues with AIG, Hyatt, Tyson Foods, Loews among others reporting. ADT is up 85% pre-market on a
partnership deal with Google. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +17.10, 10-Yr Yield: 0.544%.
CORE Headlines:
 The Federal Reserve is preparing to effectively abandon its strategy of pre-emptively lifting interest
rates to head off higher inflation, a practice it has followed for more than three decades, in a bid to
encourage lower rates and shirt the unemployment-inflation dynamic.-WSJ
 Delinquencies were widely expected to surge when unemployment soared at the start of lockdown,
but instead, the opposite happened: credit-card debt in the US and other advanced economies has
dropped because consumers flush with stimulus money are shunning debt.-WSJ
 Both sides remain far apart on a coronavirus relief deal amid multiple areas of disagreement. White
House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows says he is "not optimistic that there will be a solution in the very
near term."-WaPo
 The social media app TikTok has become a powerhouse in entertainment and the primary platform
the music industry uses to scout the next big act, as well as an information and organizing hub for Gen
Z activists and politically-minded young people; related story reports that on Sunday MSFT said it will
continue pursuing a deal to purchase TikTok as Trump raises concerns about Chinese ownership.-NYT
 US Customs officials plan to issue a ruling Monday intended to give border agents more transparency
about the origin of imports destined for American warehouses, improving their ability to police
shipments for counterfeits and other illegal goods.-WSJ
 Behind the recent market rally is a falling dollar, which has made a sharp U-turn this summer,
confounding many traders, but potentially adding fuel to this year’s surprising stock-market
rebound.-WSJ
 Airlines were barred from laying off or furloughing employees this summer as a condition of the $25B
in aid they received under the economic stimulus package passed in March, but they are pushing for
an extension of the restrictions, set to expire in October, until March 2021.-WSJ
 Firefighters and aircraft were working Sunday to battle the Apple Fire near Beaumont in Southern
California, which has spread to more than 20,000 acres, sent smoke to Arizona, and threatened
thousands of homes in Riverside and San Bernardino counties.-USA
 In recent months, ghost kitchens for fulfilling delivery and pickup orders have been trending, and it's
likely that restaurants and other food-prep outfits favoring on-the-go orders are the way of the
future, even for chains such as SBUX that are known as gathering places.-USA
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Once bustling with stylish weddings, splashy corporate galas, and charitable balls peppered with Alisters, New York City’s glamorous party venues have been sitting dormant for months and may not
survive.-NYP
Six weeks after election day, two closely watched New York congressional races remain undecided
because of major delays in counting a deluge mail-in ballots and other problems, a sign of what could
like ahead during the November general election.-NYT (I’m sure they’ll get it figured out by November.
And these politicians want to run the ENTIRE healthcare system when they can’t even count ballots?)
Russia plans to launch a nationwide campaign in October with a coronavirus vaccine that has yet to
complete clinical trials, raising international concern about the methods the country is using to
counter the pandemic.-NYT
The vote to re-nominate Trump at the Republican National Convention is set to be conducted in
private later this month, without members of the press present, the first party nominating convention
in modern history to be closed to reporters.-TPM
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo is concerned about people fleeing Manhattan because of the
pandemic, which could lead to economic problems in New York City. He is also concerned about
federal legislation that would allow people to pay income tax based on where they are working
remotely.-CBS
Eastman Kodak (KODK) granted its chairman options for 1.75 mln shares one day before deal with
White House.-Reuters

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Ladders: You can tell someone’s social class if they tell this kind of story https://bit.ly/33j1nSM
 SF Gate: Steve Kerr says he regrets past China comments https://bit.ly/3goT3V3 (I’ve called him out
for months about this, so I have to give him credit for apologizing)
 TheHill: Pompeo’s China speech at odds with Trump’s ‘America First’ foreign policy
https://bit.ly/3i03kYn
 USAToday: Parents are concerned about kids’ screen time https://bit.ly/39O8TGy
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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Consumer spending rose sharply in June as households put some of their pandemic savings to work.
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Longer-term market-based inflation expectations continue to climb.
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The updated U. Michigan consumer sentiment index weakened in the latter part of July.

The US economic contraction in 2020 has been less severe than what we see in the Eurozone. The
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unprecedented fiscal stimulus cushioned the US slump.
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Source: @WSJ Read full article

Could we be looking at a bear-market rally (2 charts)?

Source: Kessler Companies

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research
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Fund managers see US tech stocks as the most crowded trade.

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research, @Callum_Thomas

Small-cap shares (Russell 2000) have been testing resistance.
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Gold fund flows:

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

OPEC+ is about to boost output.
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Source: @business Read full article

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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US first-time mothers’ age distribution:
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Source: @financialtimes Read full article

Wearing face masks:

Source: @MorningConsult Read full article

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not indicative of future
results.
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